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Travelers are using the most 
complex range of media and the 
most diverse sources of travel 
information than ever before   
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“Knowing that someone else has 
been there…it gives me different 
pieces of evidence that it would be 
a good place to go. My friend had 
gone to this place and had good 
things to say, then a picture showed 
up on Facebook and supported this 
image I had of the destination.”
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“I shared a few photos of the 
house I rented and now I 
know three people who have 
booked the same property” 
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Popular Path to Destination Decision
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Your Job is Both Harder 
and Easier  
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“Word of Mouth”
Once Elusive, Is Becoming Measurable 
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“ROI” for a Destination 
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Direct visitor spending in a 
destination directly resulting 
from the DMO’s marketing 
campaign 
Research Perspective on 
Social Marketing: 
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● Defined Audience 
● Content Pushed Out (DMO-controlled, 
versus audience controlled) 
Social Media ROI for Destintions 
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Research Perspective on 
Social Marketing: 
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● Number of Visits to the Destination
● Content’s Influence on:
● Decision to Visit
● Length of Stay in the Destination
● Spending in the Destination
● Length of Stay
DMO Case Study: Social Media ROI 
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Determine the Value of these Trips/Days 
$2.8 million $217,000 
Identify Incremental Visits (& Trips Extended)—12 Month Period
3,038 trips (1,732 days) 69 trips (616 days) 
Audience Size 
57,000 Facebook Followers 12,000 Twitter Followers 
Other Economic Effects 
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Generating Economic Activity for 
Stakeholders—from Visitors
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Generating Economic Activity for 
Stakeholders—from Local Residents
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Engaging Local Residents to 
Influence VFRs 
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Use of Other DMO Marketing Assets 
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Integrating Social Into 
Your Digital Analytics  
Metrics That Matter  
How To Measure & Achieve Them 
Gray Lawry 
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San Francisco - Summer 2012 
Director of Media & Analytics 
Miles 
941-342-2362 
Gray.Lawry@MilesPartnership.com 
Who is this guy? 
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What we’re used to 
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Like I said 
“Social identity and 
website usability are 
converging faster 
than ever”
- Me 
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Non DMO Examples 
● Gogobot 
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Non DMO Examples 
● Gogobot
● TripAdvisor
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Non DMO Examples 
● Gogobot
● TripAdvisor
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Non DMO Examples 
● Gogobot 
● TripAdvisor 
● Dementia Lab 
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Integrations can unlock 
● Friends
● Hometown
● Current City
● Photos
● Gender
● Age
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How traditional analytics fit in 
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How traditional analytics fit in 
● Sources  
● Conversions 
● Pages  
● Social Plugins  
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Re-imagining traditional analytics 
● Multi-platform
● Custom dimensions & metrics
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What we’ve learned 
● In-market vs. out-of-market usage 
● Local vs. non-local usage  
● In-market usage by non-local users 
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In Review 
Key Takeaways 
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● Successful travel marketing strategy is reliant on customer and general consumer data. 
Research and marketing should work together to exploit the goldmine of customer 
insights available in analytics and other resources available to track customer behavior  
● Social identity and website usability are converging faster than ever and the change 
must be embraced  
● Fortunately, traditional analytics are adapting to keep up with the change. By taking 
advantage of social integrations you can gather better information about your visitors 
● Capitalize on the incredible conversion potential of your digital marketing assets by 
integrating your social and digital channel strategies to ensure consistency in the user 
experience, which enables a smooth flow from inspiration to transaction 
● Define the social metrics and ROI that matter to your organization.  Strike a balance 
between Fan/Follower (audience) growth, engagement (reach) and quantifiable 
audience action (bookings, website referrals, etc.)  
● Don’t be afraid to talk to your digital customers! Information gathered through surveys 
and other methodologies help bridge informational gaps on opinions and behaviors that 
cannot be understood through the digital footprint alone. 
Thank You! 
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